
Carrara, 2 Arbour Place
Spectacular Golf Course Views- Acreage Experience
in the Heart of the Gold Coast

The opportunities are endless with this spacious and light-filled family home with
spectacular golf course water views. If you're looking for an acreage experience
while living in the heart of the Gold Coast then this property is for you.

The home has 3 generous bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and lots of living space with a
self-contained granny flat downstairs. Enjoy the unobstructed views and
northerly aspect from the deck, over the large in-ground salt water pool, over
emerald lake golf course and to the Gold Coast skyline. The property also
includes a large double garage in the back, a double carport at the front and a
large garden shed plus lots of off street parking for boats, vans or trailers.
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The large rare 1588m2 corner block has exciting development potential and is
surrounded by a peaceful environment inviting a relaxed lifestyle. There is plenty
of room for children and pets to run around with the large backyard and you
could easily work your business from home with a second entrance to the
property off Plateau Crescent.

Watch the city skyline and critique the golf styles while sitting on your spacious
deck surrounded by beautiful trees. A great practical home ideal for entertaining.

A convenient position within easy walking distance to Metricon Stadium & the
Gold Coast Sports Precinct, Emerald Lakes Golf Course, restaurants & coffee
shops and Emmanuel College. An old fashioned community where the
neighbours know and care about each other.

Disclaimer:
Advertising Disclaimer: We have in preparing this information used our best
endeavours to ensure that the information contained herein is true and
accurate, but accept no responsibility and disclaim all liability in respect of any
errors, omissions, inaccuracies or misstatements that may occur. Prospective
purchasers should make their own enquiries to verify the information contained
herein.
* denotes approximate measurements.

More About this Property

Property ID 1EK8HMN
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 1588 m²
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Including In-Ground Pool
Fully Fenced
Solar Panels

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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